
Hans is a four—eyed 
🤓

 designer in Minneapolis  
who enjoys finding dynamic & bold solutions  
to perplexing problems. 

🤔



He also enjoys eggs benedict, kerning, and running 
long distances. 

🏃💨

He does not enjoy asparagus, the term "millennial," 
and talking about himself in the third person. 

🤔

—

I like doing good work with good people.



This is my portfolio. 
👋

Thanks for taking the time to peruse.

—

I like to follow the slightly–cliché approach of 
"problem solving" with my work. I believe that 
design, at its core, has an integral role to play in 
enhancing people's lives. But like life, design often 
requires anticipating and preempting problems.

So here's some problems I've solved, 
some problems I've sought out, and some 
problems that I invented. And then solved.



Creating a visual system to align a 
brand's identity with its mission.

—

Logo, Identity, Packaging
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Kind Snacks





Kind Snacks

The logotype was redrawn from scratch, featuring 
soft edges & natural shapes.

Kind's brand was reworked for serious shelf appeal.

Packaging now plays on the flavors and varieties, 
rather than strict black & white with geometric el-
ements. Utilizing patterns and iconography makes 
each SKU unique, consistent, and recognizable.





Kind Snacks



This complete 180 of Kind's brand more closely aligns 
its aesthetic with its mission, creating a flexible and 
dynamic system that's easily applicable to any and 
all packages while still maintaining the brand's em-
phasis on high–quality ingredients.

Their entire portfolio of snacks is easily translated to 
this new visual language.



Simplifying meetings through  
carefully designed experiences.

—

UI, Identity, Animation

Appt
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Appt

Appt is a platform for people to schedule meetings 
and group events. It makes meetings painless, thanks 
to a carefully designed experience.

Extensive background work was involved, such as in-
formation architecture, concept maps, wireframes, 
mockups, and storyboards.
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Aesthetically, overlaid contrasting hues play on the 
combination & synchronization of people to create 
something greater than the sum of its parts. 

Bright colors and simple icons keep the app fun and 
energizing, promoting collaboration and encourag-
ing usability.



Building an engaging yet simple brand  
on a scrappy budget.

—

Logo, Illustration, Packaging

Kneads & Wants





Kneads & Wants

A friend of mine embarked on a delicious, entrepre-
neurial summer of bread–baking.

Unfortunately, I'm gluten intolerant.

So in lieu of buying his bread, I wanted to brand his 
bread. He didn't have much in the way of a market-
ing budget, so we wanted to keep things cost effi-
cient while still injecting personality.

Kneads & Wants hand–bakes and bike–delivers 
sourdough bread. 

They needed fun, witty, and (above all) cheap pack-
aging to match.



A whimsical pattern drew (ha) upon the idea that 
bread isn't just about bread — it's really a vehicle for 
the ingredients.



Kneads & Wants



Custom apparel spread awareness during the deliv-
ery, and a Facebook page was built to advertise and 
collect weekly orders.



Humanizing technology for a flexible,  
metaphorical brand experience.

—

Logo, Identity, Naming

Work done at Capsule

Penrose Software





generates conceptual bank statements cross—platorm social media integrationonline publishing & marketplace

Penrose Software

Penrose is a software company making the seem-
ingly impossible deceivingly simple.

Translating to its identity, each of the different pro-
grams — as well as the overarching brand — plays 
on this  through the visual metaphor of "impossible 
shapes." 

The challenge was to create a system of software 
brands that feels not just unified, but unique. 



Inspiration and differentiation were drawn from larg-
er technology and software enterprises like Google 
Drive and Microsoft Office — not just their identities, 
but naming conventions as well. 

Penrose's typography, shapes, & color hint at tradi-
tional technology identities, but add a unique twist to 
join with the brand's framing: seemingly impossible, 
deceivingly simple.

Each brand under Penrose's umbrella draws upon 
a new impossible shape relating to its core use & 
purpose.



Cross—pollinating two passions to be  
greater than the sum of their parts.

—

Logo, Identity, Packaging
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Crankset Coffee

Crankset Coffee is a brand driven & influenced by 
the culture of cycling — it fully embraces the culture 
of cycling, cross–pollinating aesthetics, attitudes, and 
functionality.





Modernizing nostalgia.

—

Typeface, Specimen

Chicago Neue





Chicago Neue

One Font File

Chicago Neue is a new take 
on an old display typeface 
— systematically drawn 
for modern demands.

Chicago Neue
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I grew up entertaining myself with rudimentary typo-
graphic experiments in AppleWorks 6. Chicago Neue 
is a typographic ode to Mac OS 9.0, 300 megahertz 
processors, and that wonderful lavender interface. 

Its modular construction pays homage to the funky 
shapes and angles of the old typeface, while more 
fully updating the letterforms for high–resolution 
digital use.



Finessing the visual metaphor of  
human & wilderness. 

—

Layout, Illustration

Desert Solitaire





Desert Solitaire

Desert Solitaire is a seminal environmental novel by 
Edward Abbey from 1968.

A series of essays on life in solitude as a Park Rang-
er in Utah, its themes include environmentalism, man 
versus wilderness, and a healthy dose of anarchism.



The primary challenge was boiling down the book's 
essence.

Illustration cues were drawn from the American 
southwest, such as petroglyphs, pictographs, and the 
color palette of green, orange, and turquoise.

Playing cards reinforced the literal, titular "solitaire" 
as well as the duality of the human–nature relation-
ship. Throughout each application — cover, book-
mark, and poster — the cards remain actual size.



Creating a massive line of products  
that feels boutique. 

—

Logo, Identity, Packaging

Work done at Capsule

Ecolab Proclean





Ecolab Proclean

For their ProClean line of products, Ecolab wanted to 
build a business–to–business brand with a boutique 
feel & ownable look that could compete against 
more recognized consumer brands.

A playful P/C/glove monogram sets the stage for the 
identity's execution.

For each of ProClean's five product categories, a set 
of icons was developed into a pattern.



The icons feature soft edges and illustrative qualities 
but retain a geometric foundation, creating an ap-
proachable yet refined aesthetic.



Ecolab Proclean



ProClean's portfolio of over 100 different products 
meant the approach had to be adaptable to a huge 
variety of product names, languages and levels of 
copy.

Patterns provided a unique, cohesive, and visually 
interesting backdrop that also allowed overlaid de-
tails to have their own presence.



Thanks for stopping by! 👋

I hope you enjoyed your stay.

—

If not, here's a font joke that might help:

Helvetica walks into a bar.  
The bartender says, "Hey, we don't serve 
your type here!" Then he called the serif.


